Introduction
The possibility of life within and below the surface ices of Europa has been the subject of numerous studies following reports from NASA's Galileo mission, suggesting that liquid water may exist below the surface ice (Carr et al., 1998) . Life beneath the ice shell has been treated by Gaidos et al. (1999) , while life within the ice itself, perhaps aided by rising sub-surface thermal plumes, has been examined by Ruiz et al. (2007) .
Aside from harboring living organisms, it has been speculated that Europa's ices also could contain evidence for sub-surface biology in the form of molecular by-products or organic material (Marion et al., 2003) brought upwards by convection (Pappalardo et al., 1998) . Hand et al.
(2009) have summarized and extended much of the earlier work on Europa astrobiology, and have described possible scenarios for biogeochemical cycles and the putative sub-surface ocean's chemistry.
The persistence and detection of any material within or beneath Europa's ice shell depends strongly on such material's response to the local environment of high-energy radiation, strong oxidants, and low temperatures. In general, one can divide the solid-phase chemistry that is expected to occur on Europa and other icy moons of the Solar System into that which is driven by UV photons (E ~ 10 eV), by keV and MeV external particle radiation, and by thermal processes at about 30 -130 K. The chemistry induced by UV photons is largely confined to surface depths of less than a centimeter, whereas ionizing radiation can alter the chemistry for several meters below the surface (Barnett et al., 2012) . Thermal chemistry, not relying on an external energy source, will be active at all depths below the surface but may be more important at increasing depths as temperatures rise.
To date, telescopic and spectroscopic observations of Europa have probed its surface composition to depths of at best a few centimeters, with deeper subsurface chemistry remaining hidden. We and others have examined Europa's ice chemistry through extensive photo-and radiationchemical laboratory experiments on icy materials (Hudson and Moore, 2001; Baratta et al., 2002; Hand and Carlson, 2011; Johnson et al., 2012) .
However, low-temperature thermal processes relevant to Europa have been studied much less frequently. In a recent paper, we described a thermally-driven chemical reaction that can occur at Europa temperatures even in the absence of external photons and ionizing radiation (Loeffler and Hudson, 2010 
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In another paper (Moore et al., 2007b) 
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Experimental Methods
Experiments were performed with a cryostat (T min ~ 10 K) operating in a stainless steel high-vacuum chamber (P ~ 1 × 10 −7 Torr) interfaced to an IR spectrometer. Ices were prepared by co-deposition of H 2 O, H 2 O 2 , and an organic or inorganic molecule, chosen from those listed in Table I, onto a pre-cooled (10 -50 K) gold-coated aluminum mirror (area ≈ 5 cm 2 ) using three separate pre-calibrated gas lines. Mixtures that contained CO and CH 4 were deposited at 10 K, but all other samples were prepared at 50 K. Pure H 2 O 2 was prepared in a glass manifold as previously described (Loeffler and Baragiola, 2011) . During deposition, the increase in the sample's thickness was monitored with interferometry using a diode laser (670 nm), and the deposition was halted when a thickness of about 1.5 µm was reached.
After deposition of a sample, its IR spectrum was recorded before, during, and after warming at 1 K min −1
. A closed-cycle helium cryostat and a resistive heater served to maintain ices at the desired temperature within the 10 -200 K range studied. Higher temperatures could be reached, but were avoided as they were accompanied by sample loss by sublimation, which complicated the interpretation of our experiments.
Spectra were measured from 7000 to 400 cm −1 with a Bruker Vector 22 FTIR spectrometer at 2-cm −1 resolution and with 200-scan accumulations. To obtain a spectrum, the IR reflectance (R) from the icecoated substrate was divided by the reflectance of the bare metal substrate (R 0 ), taken before ice formation, and then converted to an absorbance-type scale, − log (R / R 0 ), for the figures we show in this Thus, any non-detection we reported corresponds to an upper limit of these values.
It should be emphasized that the design of our experiments allowed all data to be collected in situ at the temperatures of choice. This avoided the need to raise samples to room temperature for chemical analyses.
Also, the co-condensation method used to prepare our ices avoided the uncertainties in freezing room-temperature solutions, which will crystallize to give regions of varying H 2 O 2 concentration in the sample. In short, the value of our results is enhanced both by the way the samples were prepared and by our method of analysis. See Gerakines and Hudson (2013) for recent amino-acid work using similar experimental methods. The water used was triply-distilled with a resistivity greater than 10 7 Ω cm.
Finally, we point out that our use of the terms oxidation and reduction refers to the loss and gain of electrons as deduced by both formal charges and oxidation states. The meaning and method for assigning oxidation states continues to be debated and discussed (Gupta et al. (2012) . Carbon monoxide (CO) and ammonia (NH 3 ) were studied as they are among the simplest of carbon-and nitrogen-containing compounds, respectively. Moreover, each of these molecules is known to be extraterrestrial, with SO 2 having been reported for Europa and the other molecules suspected to be present either from cometary or meteoritic delivery or as primordial material. Previously we showed that ion irradiation of H 2 O + H 2 S ices near 100 K results in the formation of SO 2 at the expense of H 2 S (Moore et al., 2007a) . A straightforward explanation is that reactions such as (5) and (6) convert H 2 S first into elemental sulfur (S) and then into SO 2 , with both processes requiring H 2 O 2 and perhaps involving numerous mechanistic steps (e.g., Hoffmann, 1977) . ).
Results

Inorganic compounds
All of these observations can be interpreted to mean that reaction (8) took place. Interestingly, a subsequent warming of this same sample had little effect on its spectrum until ~180 K, where the sample appeared to crystallize. In addition, lowering the deposition temperature to ~10 K did little to alter the initial spectrum, suggesting that the energy released on deposition was enough to cause reaction (8) to occur. No IR features were found for the oxidized nitrogen-containing species of (7).
From this anhydrous binary system we then examined a morecomplex three-component sample. Figure 6 shows IR spectra of a three- crystallization near 160 K. We observed that much of the CO initially present sublimed from the ice as the temperature increased. We suspect that any residual CO present above ~100 K was likely too small to produce a detectable amount of CO 2 , with the large intrinsic strength of the latter's IR features aiding their detection.
Organic compounds
Each of the four inorganic molecules we combined with H 2 O 2 presented a particular appeal, but the present work initially was motivated by the possibility of observing thermal reactions of organics below 200 K. , respectively, with both changes being seen even at the highest temperature studied (187 K).
One interpretation is that solvent-assisted protonation gave the compound (Hudson and Moore, 2004) , but neither of these products was seen in our warmed, unirradiated CH 3 CN-containing ices.
This leads to perhaps the most-significant astrobiological implication of our experiments with organics, namely the stability of these four typical, relatively simple organic molecules in the presence of solid yielding NH 4 + and SO 4 2− , respectively. These ions are predicted to exist in both surface and sub-surface Europa ices, although in the latter case they will be hidden from remote observations.
In contrast, we found that none of the four organic compounds examined underwent low-temperature thermally-induced reactions with solid H 2 O 2 in either the presence or absence of H 2 O-ice. As with the curious incident of the dog who did not bark at night (Doyle, 1892), we believe that these observations of a non-reaction speak loudly for future attempts to find organics on Europa. On a frozen world where H 2 O 2 could move downward to meet trapped sub-surface organics, it will descend without modification by them, leaving those organics unaltered, and so we can anticipate their discovery through future explorations. Put another way, the formation of surface radiolytically-generated H 2 O 2 on Europa, and that molecule's downward movement with H 2 O-ice, does not 
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